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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a glow plug deteriora-
tion determination system for determining deterioration
of a glow plug provided in each cylinder of a diesel com-
bustion engine.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Japanese Patent Application Publication No.
2001-66329 (JP-A-2001-66329), Japanese Patent Ap-
plication Publication No. 2008-31979 (JP-A-
2008-31979), and Japanese Patent Application Publica-
tion No. 2008-297925 (JP-A-2008-297925) disclose, as
an abnormality detection apparatus for detecting a dis-
connection abnormality, an overcurrent abnormality, and
so on in a glow plug that assists ignition in a diesel com-
bustion engine, an apparatus that detects an abnormality
in a glow plug by monitoring a current flowing through
the glow plug using a current sensor or a current sensing
resistor provided between the glow plug and switch
means for controlling energization of the glow plug.
[0003] Further, Japanese Patent Application Publica-
tion No. 2003-247721 (JP-A-2003-247721) and Japa-
nese Patent Application Publication No. 2005-147533
(JP-A-2005-147533) disclose a technique in which a ce-
ramic glow plug formed by burying a heat generator con-
stituted by a conductive ceramic (for example, a ceramic
resistor having tungsten carbide as a main component
and containing silicon nitride and so on) that generates
heat when energized as a heat generator in a support
constituted by an insulating ceramic (for example, a ce-
ramic insulator having silicon nitride as a main compo-
nent and containing molybdenum disilicide and so on) is
used as a glow plug having a superior rapid heating prop-
erty.
[0004] When a ceramic glow plug is used continuously
over a long period, a resistance value thereof may in-
crease gradually due to migration, in which a grain bound-
ary component of the conductive ceramic diffuses toward
an electrode due to a thermal load, and an increase in a
porous quality of the conductive ceramic, and as a result,
it may become impossible to obtain a desired heat gen-
eration temperature. It is therefore necessary to monitor
deterioration of the ceramic glow plug during use.
[0005] However, in addition to variation in the resist-
ance value of the ceramic glow plug corresponding to
the heat generation temperature, a heat absorption
amount thereof varies according to variation in a flow rate
of an in-cylinder air flow, a fuel spray amount, and so on
within a combustion chamber in which the glow plug is
provided in accordance with engine operating conditions,
and this heat absorption amount variation likewise leads
to variation in the heat generation temperature of the glow

plug. Furthermore, a voltage VBATT of a battery for driving
the glow plug varies according to a battery capacity, a
load condition of a starter or the like driven at the same
time as the glow plug, and so on. Therefore, to detect
the deterioration condition of the ceramic glow plug ac-
curately, a plug resistance RGL of the glow plug must be
calculated by transmitting a plug voltage VGL applied to
each glow plug and a plug current IGL flowing through
each glow plug to an electronic control unit (ECU) for
controlling an engine operation, and moreover, the op-
erating conditions of the engine must be taken into ac-
count.
[0006] In the related art, the plug voltage VGL and plug
current IGL, which are detected in analog fashion, are
converted into digital data and transmitted to an engine
ECU via serial communication means, whereupon a de-
terioration determination is performed in the ECU. To cal-
culate the plug resistance RGL accurately, approximately
ten bits of the respective data must be obtained and pre-
cision must be secured therein. Data are typically trans-
mitted in eight-bit units, and therefore, in order to transmit
ten bits of data, sixteen bits of data including six bits of
dummy data are transmitted. In the case of a four-cylinder
engine, for example, a total data amount transmitted to
detect variation in a glow plug resistance value precisely
is therefore 8 bits 3 2 3 2 types 3 4 cylinders = 128 bits.
Hence, a large amount of time is required to complete
transmission of all of the data, and in the meantime, the
engine operating conditions may vary such that the glow
plug deterioration determination is late. Furthermore, an
expensive, high-throughput microprocessor unit (MPU)
must be used in the ECU to process the large amount of
data.
[0007] EP 1818536 A describes a method involving
comparing a time-dependent parameter characterizing
the current flowing through at least one glow plug with at
least one time-dependent threshold value to detect a
fault. It involves detecting a fault if the time-dependent
parameter is greater than and/or less than the threshold
value. The threshold value is determined by simulating
a glow plug. DE 10 2009 000 232 A describes an appa-
ratus for detecting deterioration of a heater. The appa-
ratus includes a power source, a first voltage outputting
unit that converts a current flowing into the heater to a
voltage and outputs a first voltage value, a second volt-
age outputting unit that is connected to the power source
and outputs a second voltage value corresponding to a
voltage of the power source, and a comparison unit that
compares the first voltage value with the second voltage
value to determine whether the heater is deteriorated or
not. US 2009/0037120 A describes a glow plug degra-
dation determination device that energizes a glow plug
immediately after an operation of an internal combustion
engine is stopped. When a preset energization time
elapses, the device senses a sensing value correspond-
ing to resistance of the glow plug. The device determines
degradation of the glow plug based on the sensing value.
When the device determines that the glow plug is de-
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graded, the device stores a result of the determination
and reports the degradation of the glow plug before a
next start. The device provisionally determines the deg-
radation of the glow plug based on the sensing value
during the operation of the internal combustion engine.
After the device provisionally determines the degradation
to be present, the device determines the degradation of
the glow plug immediately after the operation of the in-
ternal combustion engine is stopped.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0008] The invention provides a glow plug deterioration
determination system which is capable of determining
deterioration of a glow plug quickly.
[0009] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a glow plug deterioration determination system as
defined in appended claim 1.
[0010] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the deterioration level determining means trans-
mits a deterioration level expressing a result of the de-
termination as to whether the glow plug is in the deteri-
orated condition in binary to the ECU.
[0011] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the ECU determines, on the basis of the deteri-
oration level, whether the deterioration level belongs to
a normal region or a deterioration region in accordance
with a combustion characteristic of the diesel combustion
engine.
[0012] The determination system according to this as-
pect may further include voltage converting means for
converting the plug current flowing through the glow plug
into a voltage and outputting the voltage, and the current
detecting means may detect the plug current on the basis
of a plug current converted voltage, which is the voltage
converted from the plug current by the voltage converting
means.
[0013] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the voltage converting means may include a dif-
ferential amplifier into which an upstream side voltage
and a downstream side voltage of a current sensing re-
sistor interposed between the power supply and the glow
plug are input, and the output plug current converted volt-
age may be proportionate to the plug current.
[0014] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the deterioration level determining means may
include: a plurality of resistors connected in series be-
tween the power supply and earth; and a comparator that
compares voltage thresholds prorated according to the
plurality of resistors with the plug current converted volt-
age and outputs the plug current converted voltage when
the plug current converted voltage is lower than the re-
spective voltage thresholds, and the deterioration level
may be determined according to an output from the com-
parator.
[0015] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the plurality of resistors may be a deterioration
level upper limit determining resistor, (n-1) deterioration

level prorating resistors and a deterioration level lower
limit determining resistor.
[0016] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the deterioration level determining means may
convert the output from the comparator into a binary self-
diagnosis signal and output the binary self-diagnosis sig-
nal to the ECU.
[0017] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the deterioration level determination means may
classify the deterioration level in a range of four ranks to
sixteen ranks, and the self-diagnosis signal may be con-
stituted by a range of two bits to four bits.
[0018] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the cylinder of the diesel combustion engine may
be provided in a plurality, and the glow plug may be at-
tached to each of the plurality of cylinders.
[0019] In the determination system according to this
aspect, the DIU may detect abnormalities of the glow
plug and the GCU and transmit the abnormality to the
ECU.
[0020] With the above configuration, only the determi-
nation results indicating the deterioration levels of the
respective glow plugs, which are determined instantane-
ously by the analog logic of the deterioration determina-
tion means provided in the GCU, are transmitted from
the GCU to the electronic control system to perform a
deterioration determination on the glow plugs, and there-
fore the deterioration level determination results can be
transmitted quickly. Further, the allowable range of the
glow plug deterioration levels differs according to the ac-
tual combustion characteristic of the diesel combustion
engine, and therefore, using map processing or the like,
the electronic control system may determine, from the
transmitted data indicating the respective deterioration
levels and the data input into the electronic control system
in relation to operating conditions such as the engine
rotation speed and the engine water temperature, wheth-
er each deterioration level input from the deterioration
determination circuit belongs to the normal region or the
deterioration region in accordance with the applied diesel
combustion engine. As glow plug deterioration progress-
es, the plug resistance increases, leading to a reduction
in the plug current flowing through the glow plugs, and
therefore the plug current converted voltage decreases
gradually in accordance with the reduction in the plug
current. When the plug current converted voltage falls
below the voltage thresholds of the respective compara-
tors, the comparators are activated sequentially, and in
accordance with the binarized self-diagnosis signals, the
comparator that has been activated most recently can
be expressed in the form of a deterioration level. Note
that the deterioration level determining means may be
provided independently for each glow plug, or single de-
terioration level determination means may be shared
such that input of the plug current converted voltages
from the respective glow plugs is switched in succession.
The respective deterioration conditions of the glow plugs
can be determined instantaneously by comparing the
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plug current converted voltages, which are obtained by
converting the plug currents detected by the current de-
tecting means into voltages using the voltage converting
means, with the plurality of voltage thresholds, and the
results can be transmitted to the electronic control system
in the form of deterioration level signals. Further, the pow-
er supply voltage is prorated for input as the voltage
thresholds to be compared with the plug current convert-
ed voltages, and therefore variation in the power supply
voltage can be canceled out. As a result, the deterioration
level can be determined in accordance with variation in
the plug resistance accompanying progression in the de-
terioration of the glow plug without being affected by var-
iation in the power supply voltage.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0021] The foregoing and further objects, features and
advantages of the invention will become apparent from
the following description of example embodiments with
reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like
numerals are used to represent like elements and where-
in:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the overall
constitution of a glow plug energization control sys-
tem including a glow plug deterioration determina-
tion system according to an embodiment of the in-
vention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a specific example
of the glow plug deterioration determination system
according to this embodiment of the invention;
FIGS. 3A to 3C show variation due to deterioration
of a glow plug, wherein FIG. 3A is a characteristic
diagram relating to a temperature characteristic,
FIG. 3B is a characteristic diagram relating to a plug
resistance, and FIG. 3C is a characteristic diagram
relating to a plug current;
FIGS. 4A and 4B show a relationship between a re-
sistance value and an engine rotation speed with
respect to glow plug deterioration, wherein FIG. 4A
is a characteristic diagram showing temporal varia-
tion in the plug resistance and FIG. 4B is a charac-
teristic diagram showing variation in a deterioration
region and a normal region relative to the engine
rotation speed;
FIG. 5 is an image of serial data according to the
related art, showing information amounts relating to
a plug voltage and a plug current required to detect
the plug resistance;
FIGS. 6A to 6C show an example in which a deteri-
oration level is classified into seven ranks in the de-
terioration determination system according to this
embodiment of the invention, wherein FIG. 6A shows
binary numbers indicating the deterioration level,
FIG. 6B is an image of serial data indicating trans-
mission information amounts, and FIG. 6C shows
specific examples of thresholds and determination

results;
FIG. 7 is a communication image showing results of
this embodiment of the invention and a comparative
example;
FIG. 8 is a deterioration determination flowchart ex-
ecuted by an electronic control system on the basis
of the deterioration level of the glow plug, which is
determined by the deterioration determination sys-
tem according to this embodiment of the invention;
and
FIG. 9 is a deterioration level threshold calculation
map according to this embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0022] Referring to FIG. 1, an outline of a glow plug
deterioration determination system 1 according to an em-
bodiment of the invention will be described. In the glow
plug deterioration determination system 1, a drive signal
SI is issued from an electronic control unit (ECU) 20 for
controlling an operation of a diesel combustion engine
50 using a glow plug 40 (GL1, GL2, GL3, GL4) attached
to each cylinder of the diesel combustion engine 50 as
a load, a drive unit 31 that controls opening/closing of
semiconductor power elements T1, T2, T3, T4 such as
MOSFETs or IGBTs, which are interposed between a
power supply 10 such as a battery and the glow plugs
40 via switch means, in accordance with the drive signal
SI is provided in a GCU 30 for controlling energization
and disconnection of the glow plugs 40, and deterioration
level determining means for determining deterioration
conditions of the glow plugs 40 is provided in a DIU 32
that detects an abnormality in a drive system extending
from the power supply 10 to the glow plugs 40 and trans-
mits a self-diagnosis signal DI to the ECU 20. Note that
in this embodiment, a four-cylinder engine provided with
four glow plugs 40 will be described as an example of
the diesel combustion engine 50, but this embodiment
of the invention is not limited to a four-cylinder engine.
The glow plug 40 is a ceramic glow plug formed by bur-
ying a heat generator constituted by a conductive ceram-
ic (for example, a ceramic resistor having tungsten car-
bide as a main component and containing silicon nitride
and so on) that generates heat when energized as a heat
generator in a support constituted by an insulating ce-
ramic (for example, a ceramic insulator having silicon
nitride as a main component and containing molybdenum
disilicide and so on).
[0023] The glow plug deterioration determination sys-
tem 1 is constituted by the power supply 10, which is a
vehicle-installed battery, for example, the ECU 20 for
controlling driving of the engine, and the GCU 30 for con-
trolling energization of the glow plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4)
provided in the respective cylinders of the diesel com-
bustion engine 50 in accordance with the drive signal SI
issued from the ECU 20 in accordance with operating
conditions of the diesel combustion engine 50. The GCU
30 is constituted by the switch means T1, T2, T3, T4 in-
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cluding semiconductor power elements such as metal-
oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs)
or insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), which are
opened and closed to control power supply and cutoff
from the power supply 10 to the glow plugs 40, a drive
control unit (DCU) 31 that drives the switch means T1,
T2, T3, T4 to open and close while issuing drive signals
G1, G2, G3, G4 that are offset by predetermined intervals
in accordance with the drive signal SI issued from the
ECU 20, current detecting means S1, S2, S3, S4 such as
a current sensing resistor (shunt resistor) Rs, and the
DIU 32 including a deterioration level determination cir-
cuit 330 as the deterioration level determining means for
determining the deterioration condition of the glow plugs
40 (GL1 to GL4) from plug currents IGL flowing through
the respective glow plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4), which are
detected by the current detecting means S1, S2, S3, S4.
[0024] Upstream side voltages Va1, Va2, Va3, Va4 of
the shunt resistor Rs are input into non-inverting input
terminals + of differential amplifiers 321, 322, 323, 324
provided as voltage converting means, downstream side
voltages Vb1, Vb2, Vb3, Vb4 of the shunt resistor Rs are
input into inverting input terminals - of the differential am-
plifiers 321, 322, 323, 324, and plug current converted
voltages Vi1 to Vi4 amplified in proportion to plug currents
IGL1 to IGL4 flowing through the respective glow plugs 40
(GL1 to GL4) are output. The plug current converted volt-
ages Vi(1 to 4) output from the differential amplifiers 321,
322, 323, 324 are input into the deterioration level deter-
mination circuit 330, whereupon the deterioration condi-
tions of the glow plugs 40 are determined. A determina-
tion result obtained by the deterioration level determina-
tion circuit 330 is transmitted to the ECU 20 as a part of
the self-diagnosis signal DI. Transmission of the drive
signal SI from the ECU 20 to the GCU 30 and transmis-
sion of the self-diagnosis signal DI from the GCU 30 to
the ECU 20 are performed via a serial interface.
[0025] The power supply 10 is divided into a control
voltage +B supplied to a control circuit and a drive voltage
BATT for driving a load. The control voltage +B is supplied
to the ECU 20 and the GCU 30 via a fuse 121 and a main
relay (MRY) 120, while the drive voltage BATT is supplied
to the GCU 30 via a fuse 131 and a glow relay (GRY) 130.
[0026] When a main switch 11 is closed, the main relay
MRY 120 closes such that the control voltage +B is sup-
plied to the ECU 20 and the GCU 30. Simultaneously,
the glow relay GRY 131 closes such that the drive voltage
BATT is supplied to the GCU 30. Information relating to
engine operating conditions including an engine water
temperature TW, a crank angle CA, a rotation speed NE,
a throttle opening SL, and a glow plug temperature Tg,
which are detected by operating condition detecting
means such as a water temperature sensor, a crank an-
gle sensor, a rotation speed sensor, a throttle sensor,
and a glow plug temperature sensor, for example, none
of which is shown in the drawings, is input into the ECU
20, whereupon the ECU 20 issues the drive signal SI with
a duty ratio that has been calculated to adjust a heat

generation amount of the glow plugs 40 to a desired val-
ue.
[0027] Referring to FIG. 2, the deterioration level de-
termination circuit 330 will be described in further detail.
The deterioration determination circuit 330 is constituted
by a deterioration level upper limit determining resistor
R1, a deterioration level lower limit determining resistor
R2 and (n-1) deterioration level prorating resistors R,
which are disposed in series between the power supply
10 and earth (ground) to prorate a battery voltage VBATT
according to predetermined voltages, n comparators
CMP1 to CMPn for comparing the plug current converted
voltage Vi differentially amplified by the differential am-
plifier 321 (322, 323, 324) with voltage thresholds Vref1
to Vrefn, an encoder 331 for converting the output of the
comparators CMP1 to CMPn into a binary diagnostic
code, and a diagnostic code output interface 332 for out-
putting the diagnostic code converted by the encoder 331
to the ECU 20 as a part of the self-diagnosis signal DI.
[0028] As deterioration of the glow plug 40 progresses,
the plug resistance RGL gradually increases, leading to
a gradual reduction in the plug current IGL flowing
through the glow plug 40. Accordingly, a differentially am-
plified voltage Vi proportionate to the plug current IGL
detected by the current detecting means S 1 is input into
the inverting input terminals - of the comparators CMP1
to CMPn while the voltage thresholds Vref1 to Vrefn,
which correspond to deterioration levels L1 to Ln, are in-
put into the non-inverting input terminals + of the com-
parators CMP1 to CMPn. The voltage thresholds Vref1 to
Vrefn are obtained by connecting the deterioration level
upper limit determining resistor R1, the deterioration level
lower limit determining resistor R2, and the (n-1) deteri-
oration level prorating resistors R in series and prorating
the battery voltage VBATT according to thresholds corre-
sponding to deterioration levels.
[0029] As deterioration of the glow plug 40 progresses,
the plug resistance RGL increases, leading to a reduction
in the plug current IGL flowing through the glow plug 40,
and therefore the plug current converted voltage Vi also
decreases gradually. When the plug current converted
voltage Vi falls below the voltage thresholds Vref1 to Vrefn
of the respective comparators CMP1 to CMPn, the com-
parators CMP1 to CMPn are activated sequentially, and
in accordance with the diagnostic code binarized by the
encoder 331, the comparator CMP1 to CMPn that has
been activated most recently is expressed as the dete-
rioration level LV1 to LVn. Note that the deterioration level
determination circuit 330 may be provided independently
for each glow plug 40 (GL1 to GL4), or a single deterio-
ration level determination circuit 330 may be shared by
the glow plugs GL1 to GL4 such that input of the plug
current converted voltages Vi1 to Vi4 from the respective
glow plugs GL1 to GL4 is switched in succession.
[0030] According to this embodiment, the respective
deterioration conditions of the glow plugs 40 can be de-
termined instantaneously by comparing the differentially
amplified voltages Vi, which are proportionate to the plug
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currents IGL1 to IGL4 detected by the current detecting
means S1 to S4, with the plurality of voltage thresholds
Vref1 to Vrefn, expressing the results as levels L0 to Ln,
and transmitting corresponding deterioration level sig-
nals LV1 to LV4 to the ECU 20. Further, the battery voltage
VBATT is prorated for input as the voltage thresholds Vref1
to Vrefn to be compared with the differentially amplified
voltages Vi, and therefore variation in the battery voltage
VBATT can be canceled out. As a result, the deterioration
level can be determined in accordance with variation in
the plug resistance RGL accompanying progression in
the deterioration of the glow plug 40, without being af-
fected by variation in the battery voltage VBATT.
[0031] Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, variation in the plug
resistance RGL accompanying deterioration of the glow
plug 40 and the difficulty of measuring this variation will
be described. FIG. 3A shows a temperature character-
istic of the glow plug 40 in a new condition during idling
and a temperature characteristic of the glow plug 40 in
an advanced state of deterioration during idling. As
shown in FIG. 3A, in a new condition, a desired temper-
ature is reached in several seconds, whereas in an ad-
vanced state of deterioration, a heat generation temper-
ature does not rise sufficiently, and when the glow plug
40 continues to be used in this state, a misfire may occur
in the diesel combustion engine 50. FIG. 3B shows a
resistance characteristic of the glow plug 40 in a new
condition during idling and a resistance characteristic of
the glow plug 40 in an advanced state of deterioration
during idling. As shown in FIG. 3B, in a ceramic glow
plug, a resistance value increases (from 1 Ω to 2 Ω, for
example) following energization. In addition, the resist-
ance value rises further (from 2 Ω to 6 Ω, for example)
due to deterioration. It must therefore be determined
whether an increase in the plug resistance RGL is due to
energization or deterioration. Further, the plug resistance
RGL stabilizes at a constant value within approximately
10 to 20 seconds following the start of energization in
both a new condition and a deteriorated condition. FIG.
3C shows a current characteristic of the glow plug 40 in
a new condition during idling and a current characteristic
of the glow plug 40 in an advanced state of deterioration
during idling. As shown in FIG. 3C, in a ceramic glow
plug, an inrush current takes a large value of several tens
of A, and following energization, the plug current IGL flow-
ing through the glow plug decreases (to or below 6A, for
example). In addition, the plug current IGL decreases fur-
ther (to or below 2A, for example) when deterioration
progresses.
[0032] FIG. 4A shows variation in the plug resistance
RCL due to variation in the engine rotation speed. As
shown in FIG. 4A, an increase in the engine rotation
speed leads to a reduction in the plug resistance RGL.
The reason for this is that during high-speed rotation, an
in-cylinder air flow generated in a combustion chamber
is strong and a fuel spray amount is large, leading to an
increase in a heat absorption amount, and therefore the
heat generation temperature of the glow plug 40 decreas-

es, leading to a reduction in the plug resistance PGL. The
plug resistance RGL varies according to the operating
conditions of the diesel combustion engine 50 during
measurement of the plug resistance RGL, and it must
therefore be determined whether the variation in the plug
resistance RCL is due to deterioration of the glow plug 40
or variation in the operating conditions of the diesel com-
bustion engine 50. Hence, as shown in FIG. 4B, the pro-
portion of a normal region in which the glow plug 40 is
determined to be normal and the proportion of a deteri-
oration region in which the glow plug 40 is determined to
be in a state of advanced deterioration vary according to
the rotation speed NE of the diesel combustion engine
50. Furthermore, in this embodiment, detection of the
plug currents (IGL1 to IGL4) by the current detecting means
S1 to S4 or reading of the detection results for the purpose
of determining deterioration of the glow plugs 40 (GL1 to
GL4) may be performed following engine startup or when
the plug current IGL has stabilized, i.e. 10 to 20 seconds
after the start of energization of the glow plugs 40.
[0033] In a comparative example, when an attempt is
made to transmit plug voltages VGL1, VGL2, VGL3, VGL4
(0 to 14 V, for example) applied to the glow plugs 40 (GL1
to GL4) and the plug currents IGL1, IGL2, IGL3, IGL4 (0 to
127 A, for example) flowing through the respective glow
plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4) with a full-range precision of 1/100,
an information amount of approximately ten bits is re-
quired for each datum. In serial communication, trans-
mission is typically performed in eight-bit units, and there-
fore, when an attempt is made to calculate the plug re-
sistance RGL with a high degree of precision from the
plug voltages VGL1, VGL2, VGL3, VGL4 and the plug cur-
rents IGL1, IGL2, IGL3, IGL4, the total data amount trans-
mitted to the ECU 20, as shown in FIG. 5, is 16 bits 3
two types 3 four cylinders = 128 bits (D0a1 to D15a1, D0b1
to D15a1, D0a2 to D15a2, D0b2 to D15a2, D0a3 to D15a3, D0b3
to D15a3, D0a4 to D15a4, D0b4 to D15a4). A computing pow-
er of an integrated circuit (IC) used by the GCU 30 is
normally low, and therefore the ECU 20, which is consti-
tuted by an MPU, for example, requires advanced
processing power.
[0034] In the glow plug deterioration determination
system 1 according to this embodiment, on the other
hand, as shown by J1 to J3 in FIG. 6A, the determination
result can be expressed by classifying the deterioration
level into eight ranks constituted by three bits of informa-
tion, namely a normal level (L0, 000), a deterioration level
1 (L1, 001), a deterioration level 2 (L2, 010), a deteriora-
tion level 3 (L3, 011), a deterioration level 4 (L4, 100), a
deterioration level 5 (L5, 101), a deterioration level 6 (L6,
110), and a deterioration level 7 (L7, 111) such that when
the deterioration levels LV1 to LV4 are determined in re-
lation to the glow plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4) and transmitted
as serial data, a total data amount of sixteen bits is suf-
ficient to cover the transmitted data, as shown in FIG.
6B. FIG. 6C shows a specific example serving as a first
example of the deterioration determination system 1, in
which R1 = 4·R, R2 = 4·R, and n = 7 are set and the
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deterioration level is classified into eight ranks.
[0035] Referring to FIG. 7, effects of this embodiment
will be described through comparison with the compar-
ative example. As described above, in the comparative
example, when the plug resistance RGL is calculated from
the plug voltage VGL and the plug current ILG, the required
total data amount reaches 128 bits, and when eight bits
are transmitted per second, it takes sixteen seconds to
transmit all of the data, as shown in FIG. 7A. Therefore,
during data transmission, the operating conditions of the
diesel combustion engine 50 cannot be modified. Alter-
natively, the operating conditions may vary before the
deterioration determination has been completed on all of
the glow plugs 40, leading to instability in the plug resist-
ance RGL serving as the determination reference, and as
a result, it may be impossible to perform the deterioration
determination. According to this embodiment, on the oth-
er hand, only the determination results indicating the de-
terioration levels signals L1 to L4 of the respective glow
plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4), which are determined instantane-
ously by an analog logic of the deterioration determina-
tion circuit 330 provided in the GCU 30, are transmitted
from the GCU 30 to the ECU 20 to perform the deterio-
ration determination on the glow plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4),
and therefore the total data amount is no greater than
sixteen bits. Hence, when eight bits of data are transmit-
ted per second, the deterioration level determination re-
sults relating to all of the glow plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4) can
be transmitted completely in two seconds, as shown in
FIG 7B.
[0036] Further, an allowable range (000 to 111) of the
deterioration levels L1 to L7 of the glow plugs 40 differs
according to an actual combustion characteristic of the
diesel combustion engine 50, and therefore the ECU 20
may determine, from the transmitted data indicating the
respective deterioration levels L1 to L4 in relation to the
normal level (000) to the deterioration level 7 (111) and
the data input into the ECU 20 in relation to the operating
conditions, such as the engine rotation speed NE and
the engine water temperature TW (for example, by per-
forming map processing on these data), whether each
deterioration level L1 to L7 (000 to 111) belongs to the
normal region or the deterioration region in accordance
with the combustion characteristic of the diesel combus-
tion engine 50.
[0037] In this embodiment, the deterioration level is
classified into eight ranks, but depending on a commu-
nication environment of the applied diesel combustion
engine and the throughput of the ECU, the deterioration
level may be classified in a range of four ranks to sixteen
ranks. When the deterioration level is classified in four
ranks, namely a normal level (00), a deterioration level
1 (01), a deterioration level 2 (10), and a deterioration
level 3 (11), only two bits of data are required for each
glow plug, and even when the deterioration level is clas-
sified in sixteen ranks from a normal level (0000) to a
deterioration level 15 (1111), only four bits of data are
required for each glow plug.

[0038] Referring to FIGS. 8 and 9, a deterioration de-
termination control method for performing a deterioration
determination in accordance with the combustion char-
acteristic of the applied diesel combustion engine using
the deterioration levels of the glow plugs determined by
the glow plug deterioration determination system 1 ac-
cording to this embodiment and specific examples of de-
terioration level thresholds used during the determination
will now be described. Note that here, a case in which
the deterioration level is classified in eight ranks from 000
to 111 will be described as an example. The ECU 20
performs the deterioration determination in accordance
with a control flow such as that shown in FIG. 8 on the
basis of deterioration level signals LV1, LV2, LV3, LV4
transmitted from the GCU 30. In glow plug deterioration
determination startability determination processing exe-
cuted in step S100, a determination as to whether the
engine rotation speed is in a stable condition is made by
determining whether or not a state in which engine rota-
tion speed variation is within 200 rpm has been estab-
lished continuously for five seconds or more. When a
stable condition is established, the glow plug deteriora-
tion determination is substantially begun.
[0039] When it is determined in step S100 that variation
in the engine rotation speed NE is within 200 rpm and a
stable condition is therefore established (S100 Yes), the
routine advances to step S110. When it is determined
that variation in the engine rotation speed NE is greater
than 200 rpm due to acceleration or deceleration (S100
No), this indicates that the engine rotation speed is un-
stable, making it difficult to perform the glow plug dete-
rioration determination accurately, and therefore S100 is
repeated until the engine rotation speed NE stabilizes.
In glow plug energization condition determination
processing executed in step S110, a determination is
made as to whether or not an effective voltage VGLE ap-
plied to the glow plugs has remained unchanged for at
least ten seconds, and when the effective voltage VGLE
has remained unchanged for at least ten seconds, it is
determined that the glow plug deterioration determina-
tion is possible (S110 Yes), whereupon the routine ad-
vances to step S120. When the effective voltage VGLE
applied to the glow plugs varies within ten seconds (S110
No), this may indicate instability in the power supply volt-
age VBATT due to variation in the battery capacity, vari-
ation in a charge amount from an alternator, and so on,
making it difficult to perform the deterioration determina-
tion on the glow plugs 40 accurately, and therefore the
processing of steps S100 and S110 is repeated until the
effective voltage VGLE stabilizes. In deterioration level
threshold calculation processing executed in step S120,
a threshold LVREF for determining the deterioration con-
dition of the glow plugs from the deterioration level signals
LVi to LV4 is calculated from the engine rotation speed
NE and the glow plug energization effective voltage VGLE
in accordance with a map prepared in advance, such as
that shown in FIG. 9. In deterioration level determination
processing executed in step S130, the deterioration de-
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termination is implemented on the glow plugs 40 (GL1 to
GL4) by comparing the deterioration levels (L0, 000 to
L7, 111) of the respective glow plugs 40 (GL1 to GL4),
represented by the deterioration level signals LV1 to LV4
transmitted from the GCU 30, with the threshold LVREF
calculated in step S120. When the deterioration level (L0,
000 to L7, 111) is higher than the deterioration level
threshold, it is determined that the glow plug is in a de-
teriorated condition (S130 Yes), and therefore the routine
advances to step S140. When the deterioration level is
lower than the deterioration level threshold LVREF, it is
determined that the glow plug is in the normal region
(S130 No), and therefore the processing of steps S100
to S130 is repeated until it is determined that the glow
plug has deteriorated. When the deterioration level ex-
ceeds the deterioration level threshold such that the glow
plug is determined to have deteriorated in step S140,
appropriate processing such as issuing a warning or re-
cording diagnostic information is performed to provide
notification that the glow plug is in a deteriorated condi-
tion, whereupon the deterioration determination is termi-
nated.
[0040] For example, in a case where the deterioration
determination processing is begun when the engine ro-
tation speed NE is in an idling condition at 500 rpm and
the glow plug energization effective voltage VGLE is 12
V, the deterioration level threshold LVREF is 5. Assuming
that the deterioration level signals LV1 to LV4 transmitted
from the GCU 30 to the ECU 20 are (000010110001),
the deterioration level signals LV1, LV2, LV3, LV4 of the
glow plugs 40 (GL1, GL2, GL3, GL4) indicate deterioration
levels 0, 2, 6, 1, respectively, and therefore only the de-
terioration level of the glow plug 40 (GL3), which is higher
than the deterioration level threshold LVREF of 5, is de-
termined to belong to the deterioration region, while the
deterioration levels of the other glow plugs 40 (GL1, GL2,
GL4) are determined to belong to the normal region.
[0041] In this embodiment, the shunt resistor Rs is
used as the current detecting means (S1 to S4) for de-
tecting the plug current IGL flowing through the glow plugs
40 (GL1 to GL4), but the current detecting means (S1 to
S4) used in the invention is not limited to the shunt resistor
Rs, and as long as a voltage that is proportionate to the
plug current IGL flowing through the glow plugs 40 can
be output by converting the plug current IGL into the plug
current converted voltage Vi using voltage converting
means for converting the plug current IGL into a voltage,
current detecting means such as a current sensor or a
sense metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) may be em-
ployed.
[0042] Note that in a typical high emission engine, in
which emissions exceed legal limits when the heat gen-
eration temperature falls below a desired temperature
due to only slight glow plug deterioration, deterioration
may be determined at a low deterioration level, whereas
in a low emission engine, in which the glow plug need
only function as an ignition aid during startup, deteriora-
tion need not be determined even at a high deterioration

level.
[0043] While some embodiments of the invention have
been illustrated above, it is to be understood that the
invention is not limited to details of the illustrated embod-
iments, but may be embodied with various changes,
modifications or improvements, which may occurs to
those skilled in the art, without departing from the scope
of the invention.

Claims

1. A glow plug deterioration determination system (1)
comprising:

a glow plug (40) attached to a cylinder of a diesel
combustion engine (50) to generate heat when
energized;
an electronic control unit (20) for controlling an
operation of the diesel combustion engine;
a glow plug energization control unit (30) that is
arranged to control an energization of the glow
plug from a power supply (10) by driving switch
means (T1 to T4) to open and close in accord-
ance with a drive signal that is issued by the
electronic control unit in accordance with an op-
erating condition of the diesel combustion en-
gine;
current detecting means (S1 to S4) for detecting
a plug current flowing through the glow plug; and
a self-diagnosis unit (32) including deterioration
level determining means (330) for determining
whether the glow plug is in a deteriorated con-
dition by comparing the plug current detected
by the current detecting means with a plurality
of thresholds;
wherein the deterioration level determining
means is arranged to transmit a deterioration
level expressing a result of the determination as
to whether the glow plug is in the deteriorated
condition in binary to the electronic control unit
(20), the deterioration level being classified by
a number of ranks, the number of ranks being
in a range of four to sixteen ranks; and
wherein the electronic control apparatus is ar-
ranged to determine, on the basis of the deteri-
oration level, whether the deterioration level be-
longs to a normal region or a deterioration region
in accordance with a combustion characteristic
of the diesel combustion engine.

2. The determination system according to claim 1, fur-
ther comprising voltage converting means convert-
ing the plug current flowing through the glow plug
into a voltage and outputting the voltage,
wherein the current detecting means is arranged to
detect the plug current on the basis of a plug current
converted voltage, which is the voltage converted
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from the plug current by the voltage converting
means.

3. The determination system according to claim 2,
wherein the voltage converting means includes a dif-
ferential amplifier (321, 322, 323, 324) into which an
upstream side voltage and a downstream side volt-
age of a current sensing resistor interposed between
the power supply and the glow plug are input, and
the output plug current converted voltage is propor-
tionate to the plug current.

4. The determination system according to claim 2 or 3,
wherein the deterioration level determining means
comprises:

a plurality of resistors (R1, R2, R) connected in
series between the power supply and earth; and
a comparator (CMP1 to CMPn) that is arranged
to compare voltage thresholds prorated accord-
ing to the plurality of resistors with the plug cur-
rent converted voltage and outputs the plug cur-
rent converted voltage when the plug current
converted voltage is lower than the respective
voltage threshold, and
the deterioration level is determined according
to an output from the comparator.

5. The determination system according to 4, wherein
the plurality of resistors are a deterioration level up-
per limit determining resistor, (n-1) deterioration lev-
el prorating resistors and a deterioration level lower
limit determining resistor.

6. The determination system according to claim 4 or 5,
wherein the deterioration level determining means
is arranged to convert the output from the compara-
tor into a binary self-diagnosis signal and outputs the
binary self-diagnosis signal to the electronic control
apparatus.

7. The determination system according to claim 6,
wherein the deterioration level determination means
is arranged to classify the deterioration level in a
range of four ranks to sixteen ranks, and
the self-diagnosis signal is constituted by a range of
two bits to four bits.

8. The determination system according to any one of
claims 1 to 7, wherein the cylinder of the diesel com-
bustion engine is provided in a plurality, and the glow
plug is attached to each of the plurality of cylinders.

9. The determination system according to any one of
claims 1 to 8, wherein the self-diagnosis unit is ar-
ranged to detect abnormalities of the glow plug and
the glow plug energization control unit and to trans-
mit the abnormality to the electronic control appara-

tus.

Patentansprüche

1. Glühkerzenabnutzungs-Bestimmungssystem (1),
umfassend:

eine Glühkerze (40), die an einem Zylinder eines
Dieselverbrennungsmotors (50) befestigt ist,
um Wärme zu erzeugen, wenn er aktiviert wird;
eine elektronische Steuereinheit (20), um einen
Betrieb des Dieselverbrennungsmotors zu steu-
ern;
eine Glühkerzenaktivierung-Steuereinheit (30),
die angeordnet ist, um eine Aktivierung der
Glühkerze von einer Stromversorgung (10) zu
steuern, indem sie Schaltmittel (T1 bis T4) zum
Öffnen und Schließen antreibt, entsprechend ei-
nes Antriebssignals, das von der elektronischen
Steuereinheit gegeben wird, entsprechend ei-
nes Betriebszustands des Dieselverbrennungs-
motors;
Stromerfassungseinrichtung (S1 bis S4), um ei-
nen Glühkerzenstrom zu erfassen, der durch die
Glühkerze fließt; und
eine Eigendiagnoseeinheit (32), die eine Abnut-
zungsgrad-Bestimmungseinrichtung (330) be-
inhaltet, um zu bestimmen, ob sich die Glühker-
ze in einem abgenutzten Zustand befindet, in-
dem der Glühkerzenstrom, der von einer Stro-
merfassungseinrichtung erfasst wird, mit einer
Vielzahl von Schwellenwerten verglichen wird;
wobei die Abnutzungsgrad-Bestimmungsein-
richtung angeordnet ist, um einen Abnutzungs-
grad zu übertragen, der ein Bestimmungsergeb-
nis darstellt, ob die Glühkerze in dem abgenutz-
ten Zustand binär zu der elektronischen Steu-
ereinheit (20) ist, wobei der Abnutzungsgrad
durch eine Anzahl von Rängen eingestuft wird,
wobei die Anzahl von Rängen in einem Bereich
von vier bis sechzehn Rängen ist; und
wobei der elektronische Steuerapparat ange-
ordnet ist, um, basierend auf dem Abnutzungs-
grad, zu bestimmen, ob der Abnutzungsgrad zu
einem Normalbereich oder einem Abnutzungs-
bereich entsprechend eines Verbrennungsver-
haltens des Dieselverbrennungsmotors gehört.

2. Bestimmungssystem nach Anspruch 1, ferner eine
Spannungs-Umwandlungseinrichtung umfassend,
die den Glühkerzenstrom, der durch die Glühkerze
fließt, in eine Spannung umwandelt und die Span-
nung ausgibt,
wobei die Stromerfassungseinrichtung angeordnet
ist, um den Glühkerzenstrom basierend auf einer in
Glühkerzenstrom umgewandelten Spannung zu er-
fassen, die die Spannung ist, die von dem Glühker-
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zenstrom von der Spannungs-Umwandlungsein-
richtung umgewandelt wird.

3. Bestimmungssystem nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
Spannungs-Umwandlungseinrichtung einen Diffe-
rentialverstärker (321, 322, 323, 324) beinhaltet, in
den eine stromaufwärts gelegene Spannung und ei-
ne stromabwärts gelegene Spannung eines Stro-
merfassungsresistors, der zwischen der Stromver-
sorgung und der Glühkerze eingesetzt ist, eingege-
ben werden, und die ausgegebene in Glühkerzen-
strom umgewandelte Spannung proportional zu dem
Glühkerzenstrom ist.

4. Bestimmungssystem nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei
die Abnutzungsgrad-Bestimmungseinrichtung Fol-
gendes umfasst:

eine Vielzahl von Resistoren (R1, R2, R), die zwi-
schen der Stromversorgung und der Erde in Rei-
he geschaltet sind; und
einen Komparator (CMP1 bis CMPn), der ange-
ordnet ist, um Spannungsschwellenwerte antei-
lig entsprechend der Vielzahl von Resistoren mit
der in Glühkerzenstrom umgewandelten Span-
nung zu vergleichen und der die in Glühkerzen-
strom umgewandelten Spannung ausgibt, wenn
die in Glühkerzenstrom umgewandelten Span-
nung niedriger als der entsprechende Span-
nungsschwellenwert ist, und
der Abnutzungsgrad wird entsprechend einer
Ausgabe des Komparators bestimmt.

5. Bestimmungssystem nach Anspruch 4, wobei die
Vielzahl von Resistoren ein Abnutzungsgrad-Ober-
grenzenbestimmungs-Resistor, (n-1)-Abnutzungs-
grad-zuteilende Resistoren und ein Abnutzungs-
grad-Untergrenzenbestimmungs-Resistor sind.

6. Bestimmungssystem nach Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei
die Abnutzungsgrad-Bestimmungseinrichtung an-
geordnet ist, um die Ausgabe von dem Komparator
in ein binäres Eigendiagnosesignal umzuwandeln
und das binäre Eigendiagnosesignal an den elektro-
nischen Steuerapparat ausgibt.

7. Bestimmungssystem nach Anspruch 6, wobei die
Abnutzungsgrad-Bestimmungseinrichtung ange-
ordnet ist, um den Abnutzungsgrad in einem Bereich
von vier Rängen bis sechszehn Rängen einzustufen,
und
das Eigendiagnosesignal durch einen Bereich von
zwei Bit bis vier Bit gebildet wird.

8. Bestimmungssystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 7, wobei der Zylinder des Dieselverbrennungs-
motors in einer Vielzahl vorhanden ist, und die Glüh-
kerze an jedem der Vielzahl von Zylindern befestigt

ist.

9. Bestimmungssystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 8, wobei die Eigendiagnoseeinheit angeordnet
ist, um Anomalien an der Glühkerze und der Glüh-
kerzenaktivierung-Steuereinheit zu erfassen und
um die Anomalie an den elektronischen Steuerap-
parat zu übertragen.

Revendications

1. Système de détermination de la détérioration d’une
bougie de préchauffage (1) comprenant :

une bougie de préchauffage (40) attachée à un
cylindre d’un moteur à combustion diesel (50)
pour générer de la chaleur lorsqu’elle est
alimentée ;
une unité de commande électronique (20) des-
tinée à commander un fonctionnement du mo-
teur à combustion diesel ;
une unité de commande d’alimentation de bou-
gie de préchauffage (30) qui est conçue pour
commander une alimentation de la bougie de
préchauffage depuis une alimentation électri-
que (10) en entraînant des moyens de commu-
tation (T1 à T4) à s’ouvrir et se fermer en fonction
d’un signal d’entraînement qui est émis par l’uni-
té de commande électronique en fonction d’une
condition de fonctionnement du moteur à com-
bustion diesel ;
des moyens de détection de courant (S1 à S4)
destinés à détecter un courant de bougie circu-
lant par la bougie de préchauffage ; et
une unité d’autodiagnostic (32) comprenant un
moyen de détermination du niveau de détério-
ration (330) destiné à déterminer si la bougie de
préchauffage se trouve dans un état de détério-
ration en comparant le courant de bougie détec-
té par les moyens de détection de courant avec
une pluralité de seuils ;
dans lequel le moyen de détermination du ni-
veau de détérioration est conçu pour transmet-
tre un niveau de détérioration exprimant un ré-
sultat de la détermination pour savoir si la bougie
de préchauffage se trouve dans l’état détérioré
en binaire à l’unité de commande électronique
(20), le niveau de détérioration étant classifié
par un nombre de rangs, le nombre de rangs se
situant dans une plage de quatre à seize rangs ;
et
dans lequel l’appareil de commande électroni-
que est conçu pour déterminer, en fonction du
niveau de détérioration, si le niveau de détério-
ration fait partie d’une région normale ou d’une
région de détérioration en fonction d’une carac-
téristique de combustion du moteur à combus-
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tion diesel.

2. Système de détermination selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un moyen de conversion de
tension convertissant le courant de bougie circulant
par la bougie de préchauffage en tension et émettant
la tension,
les moyens de détection de courant étant conçus
pour détecter le courant de bougie en fonction d’une
tension convertie de courant de bougie, qui est la
tension convertie à partir du courant de bougie par
le moyen de conversion de tension.

3. Système de détermination selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel le moyen de conversion de tension com-
prend un amplificateur différentiel (321, 322, 323,
324) dans lequel une tension située en amont et une
tension située en aval d’une résistance de détection
de courant interposée entre l’alimentation électrique
et la bougie de préchauffage sont entrées et la ten-
sion convertie de courant de bougie émise est pro-
portionnelle au courant de bougie.

4. Système de détermination selon la revendication 2
ou 3, dans lequel le moyen de détermination du ni-
veau de détérioration comprend :

une pluralité de résistances (R1, R2, R) connec-
tées en série entre l’alimentation électrique et la
terre ; et
un comparateur (CMP1 à CMPn) qui est conçu
pour comparer des seuils de tension proportion-
nels à la pluralité de résistances avec la tension
convertie de courant de bougie et émet la ten-
sion convertie de courant de bougie lorsque la
tension convertie de courant de bougie est infé-
rieure au seuil de tension respectif, et
le niveau de détérioration est déterminé en fonc-
tion d’une émission depuis le comparateur.

5. Système de détermination selon la revendication 4,
dans lequel la pluralité de résistances est constituée
par une résistance de détermination de limite supé-
rieure du niveau de détérioration, des résistances
de proratisation du niveau de détérioration (n-1) et
une résistance de détermination de la limite inférieu-
re du niveau de détérioration.

6. Système de détermination selon la revendication 4
ou 5, dans lequel les moyens de détermination du
niveau de détérioration sont conçus pour convertir
l’émission depuis le comparateur en un signal
d’autodiagnostic binaire et émet le signal d’autodia-
gnostic binaire vers l’appareil de commande électro-
nique.

7. Système de détermination selon la revendication 6,
dans lequel le moyen de détermination du niveau de

détérioration est conçu pour classifier le niveau de
détérioration dans une plage de quatre rangs à seize
rangs, et
le signal d’autodiagnostic est constitué d’une plage
de deux bits à quatre bits.

8. Système de détermination selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel le cylindre du
moteur à combustion diesel est fourni en une plura-
lité de cylindres, et la bougie de préchauffage est
attachée à chacun de la pluralité de cylindres.

9. Système de détermination selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 8, dans lequel l’unité d’auto-
diagnostic est conçue pour détecter des anomalies
de la bougie de préchauffage et de l’unité de com-
mande d’alimentation de la bougie de préchauffage
et pour transmettre l’anomalie à l’appareil de com-
mande électronique.
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